Film dosimetric verification of the Voxel Monte Carlo (VMC) algorithm with electron beam dose distributions.
Monte Carlo (MC) methods have the potential to predict radiation-therapy doses more accurately than any conventional technique, but normal MC simulations are very time consuming. Therefore, a fast MC code (Voxel Monte Carlo; VMC) was developed especially for radiation therapy purposes and experiments with the comparable precision were performed to demonstrate its accuracy. In the present study the dose distributions measured with film dosimetry in a cylindrical phantom were compared with calculations derived by VMC. The phantom consisted of 18 circular shaped PMMA slabs with a diameter of 20 cm and a thickness of approx. 1 cm. The films were placed between the slabs, and the whole phantom was irradiated with electron beams of different energies (6 MeV, 10 MeV, 18 MeV). The measured optical density distributions were then converted into dose distributions using characteristic curves of the film. Taking into account experimental uncertainties and statistical calculation fluctuations, agreement was found between measurements and VMC simulations with a maximal deviation of 3 mm on isodose curves for 18 MeV.